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30 MODEL OF GOOD HEALTH
Medical device makers are unlocking the potential of modeling and simulation software.
BY JEAN THILMANY

22 ADAPTIVE ROBOTS
This month, two Hot Labs are pushing robots to learn rapidly from their environment.
BY ALAN S. BROWN

18 ONE-ON-ONE
LittleBits’ CEO Ayah Bdeir offers inspiration to the next generation of innovators.
BY CHITRA SEKNI

38 THERAPEUTIC SIMULATION
The battleground in the fight against cancer has moved from the Petri dish to the computer model.
BY JEAN THILMANY

44 GIG ENGINEERING IS HERE TO STAY
An increasing number of mechanical engineers are working as freelancers. Some even like it.
BY KAYT SIKEL

64 FROM POND TO PRODUCTION
Dutch designers convert algae into bioplastic for 3-D printing.
BY AGAN SHAH
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